
 

Factions in the Realm 
  
Lucidom Nobility: 

● The Arceums: 
○ Colors: Navy Blue and Silver 
○ Keep: Consonant House 
○ Motto: “Of the same steel.” 
○ Patriarch: Lord Feros Arceum 
○ Sigil: A hammer striking an anvil 
○ The Arceum family is an affluent noble family in Lucidom with a long line of 

craftsmen. In cooperation with the Lucite Church, they organize and oversee the 
Forge District. 

● The Monsorems: 
○ Colors: White and Light Gray 
○ Keep: The Lodge 
○ Motto: “All that had gone before” 
○ Patriarch: Sir Hamsem Monsorem III 
○ Sigil: A white stone sundial with a chisel for the gnomon. 
○ The Monsorems made their fortune in mining ventures south of Lucidom, but in 

the past couple of generations their influence in the town has been waning. The 
Patriarch, Hansem Junior, passed away last year, leaving Hansem the Third in 
charge of the families fortunes. The Monsorems are a dusky people with southern 
origins. 

 
The Ceredan: 
The Ceredan are the wealthy, elfman nobility in Princeholm. Each family tries to gain political 
power over the other, but they typically work together to outdo the human Primhom families. 
The most influential Houses are as follows: 

● House Amastacia:  
○ Colors: Violet and White 
○ Keep: Parliament House 
○ Motto: “Wisdom is knowing. Virtue is doing.” 
○ Patriarch: Lord Erdan Amastacia, “The Old Owl” 
○ Sigil: Owl  
○ A strict Lucite family, the Amastacia want to produce the first Ceredan Bishop. 

They control much of the grain trade in the Realm. In addition to their Princeholm 
holdings, they own vast estates and farms southwest of Princeholm. 

● House Arasia:  
○ Colors: Forest Green and Gold 
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○ Keep: The Acies 
○ Motto: “To not go forward is to go backward.” 
○ Patriarch: Aneil Arasia, Lord of the Dearborne 
○ Sigil: Deer 
○ The Arasia family owns much of the land between Princeholm and the 

First-Men’s Forest. Many of their foresters keep the First-Men’s Road clear for 
western trade, and rumors abound that they use Pyrian weapons outside of 
Princeholm borders. You can often identify Arasia family members by their 
clothing, which is often elaborately embroidered with antler motifs. 

● House Erochia:  
○ Colors: Tan and Green 
○ Keep: Firmum Castle 
○ Motto: “Neither fear nor anger.” 
○ Patriarch: Antel Erochia, the Horse Lord 
○ Sigil: Horse 
○ The Erochia family owns estates and pastures east of Princeholm. Their horses are 

used in the races in the Great Arena, and they boast a long line of champion 
charioteers. Of the great Ceredan families, the Erochia’s are the most closely 
connected to their plains brethren. In fact, the family patriarch, the wise Horselord 
Antel is married to an Edheladan, and he married one of his daughters to Chief 
Galwan, current leader of the Edheladan. 

● House Ethoria:  
○ Colors: Pale Blue and White 
○ Keep: Apex Keep 
○ Motto: “Both our nature and our pleasure.” 
○ Patriarch: Lord Edwenor Ethoria, “The Hawk” 
○ Sigil: Hawk 
○ One of the most influential Ceredan families in Princeholm, the Ethoria and the 

Amastacia families are sworn enemies, and the rivalry between the Hawk and the 
Owl have made their way into folktales and tavern songs. 

● House Huel: 
○ Colors: Pale Gray and Black 
○ Keep: The Kennels 
○ Motto: “Stay the course and endure.” 
○ Patriarch: Lord Feredain Huel 
○ Sigil: Hound 
○ House Huel is an influential Ceredan family, but they have never reached the 

level of the Amastacias, the Aracias, the Erochias, or the Ethorias. They own 
extensive farmland southeast of Princeholm, but they have struggled to get a 
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foothold in Princeholm itself. They have a proud military tradition. Many Huels 
serve as officers in the City Watch or in the Turnpike Legion. 

 
The City Watch of Princeholm: 

● Alignment: Lawful Neutral 
● Colors: White and Silver 
● Leader: Captain Jude Bellan 
● Symbol: a Steepled Helm 

 
Both Lucidom and Brium are patrolled by Lucite paladins, but the defense of Princeholm is its 
it's own secular organization. It is run as a small military and police force, and although  it 
accepts recruits from all levels of society, many of the officers hail from Primhom Houses. In 
fact, a Bellan has served as captain of the Watch for as long as anyone can remember. 
 
The City Watch answers ultimately to Bishop Hered and the Church, but they are given a great 
deal of autonomy. They employ Turnpike Legionnaires when they need to supplement their 
ranks, and they feed a great deal of gold to the Third Sons to keep a finger on the pulse of 
Princeholm. 
 
The Inquisitors: 

● Alignment: Lawful neutral 
● Leader: Grand Inquisitor Eudis 
● Symbol: A silver badge depicting a crossed sword and gnarled staff. 

 
The Inquisitors are actually an Order within the Lightbearers. They are a militant group who 
police and arbitrate magical infractions. Their headquarters is supposedly in the Light Tower, but 
no one is sure where. They don’t wear uniforms, but they identify themselves with silver badges 
depicting a crossed sword and gnarled staff. 
 
The Lancers: 

● Alignment: Lawful Neutral 
● Beliefs:  

○ The common people need protection. 
○ Fortification is the key to success. 
○ “Combined arms is what separates Man from Beast.” 

● Colors: Brown and Green 
● Leader: Captain Eom Acril 
● Motto: “By spearpoint or arrowhead.” 
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● Symbol: Three sharpened stakes intercrossing, with a horizontal arrow through the 
center.. 

 
A company charged with protecting logging camps outside of Wood’s End. They consist 
primarily of spearmen with archers, rangers, and scouts. While the Silver Swords on the other 
side of the river are mostly made up of nobles, the Lancers are almost entirely made up of 
common men. 
 
The Lightbearers: 

● Alignment: Lawful Neutral 
● Beliefs: 

○ Unsupervised power is easily corrupted. 
○ Governed spellcasters can and will protect the Realm from Darkness. 
○ Collecting and storing information will keep history from repeating itself. 

● Leader: Archmage Malex 
● Motto: “Mindful of what was. Aware of what is and will be.” 
● Symbol: An ornate scroll case 

 
The Lightbearers are the Lucite governing body of magic. They are charged with ensuring that 
magic never again becomes a threat to the Realm. Wizards and the like are required by Lucite 
law to register themselves and report back to the organization. Through this system of control 
and monitoring, they keep the most extensive records and histories known to Man. Their 
headquarters is the Light Tower, on the docks of Lucidom, but they have representatives in most 
major settlements. 
 
The Inquisitors, an Order within the Lightbearers, are a militant group who police and arbitrate 
magical infractions. Their headquarters is supposedly in the Light Tower, but no one is sure 
where. They wear silver badges with the symbol of a crossed sword and gnarled staff. 
 
The Lucites: 

● Alignment: Lawful Good 
● Beliefs: 

○ Life must be protected.  Without it, Darkness will rule. 
○ Order is necessary to defeat the forces of chaos. 
○ The regulation of magic and technology will maintain order. 

● Colors: Whites and Golds 
● Leader: Pope Pius, and the Lucidom Council of Bishops known as the “Three Centuries.” 
● Motto: “With Lucian’s Help: Light and Life.” 
● Symbol: Sword of Light 
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The Church of Light, followers of Lucian, also known as the old Church, controls two thirds of 
the civilized portion of the Realm. Led by Pope Pius, it has experienced relative peace for the 
past decade, attempting to iron out its differences with its Pyrian cousins. The Pope has been ill 
as of late, and some of the Church Bishops—some with very different agendas—are vying for a 
chance to assume the role. 
  
Lucites believe that order is the only way to defeat the chaos. Tradition is sacred, and magic and 
technology should be controlled and contained. 
  
From their cathedral palaces, the priests and paladins of Lucidom, the Lucite capitol, pull the 
strings of the Church-appointed governors of other Church holdings. The Church maintains some 
of the best steel forges in the realm, and it controls the lumber trade in most of the Borderwood 
as well as the iron mines in the Ferdent Mountains. They maintain healthy relations with the 
Edheladan Plainsmen, trading steel for the Elfmen’s horses. 
 
The Mountain Kingdom (Neisal Verdaak): 

● Beliefs: 
○ The Mountain provides and protects. 
○ Hard work and ingenuity lead to prosperity. 
○ All dwarfkin are equal in the eyes of the gods. 

● Leader: Iron Lord Kyrin 
● Motto: “Truth, toil, and equity.” 
● Symbol: A dragon-scale shield behind a crossed gun and hammer 

 
The Mountain Kingdom doesn’t typically concern itself with the men of the Realm. They trade 
minimally with the Pyrians and Rontamon, but they seem to have bigger fish to fry on the other 
side of the mountain. 
 
The Primhom: 
The ruling class in Princeholm and the surrounding lands, each Primhom family vies to gain 
political power over the other as they compete with the elfmen Ceredan families. The major 
Primhom Houses are as follows: 

● House Bellan: 
○ Sigil: spiked gauntlet 
○ Colors: Charcoal and White 
○ Patriarch: Lord Gene Bellan 
○ Keep: Miles Castle 
○ Motto: “Strength rejoices in the challenge.” 
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○ For generations, the Bellan family has made the majority of their money training 
and supporting the City Watch in Princeholm and sponsoring the best fighters as 
gladiatorial champions. 

● House Contrauri: 
○ Sigil: two crossed gold rings 
○ Colors: Red and Gold 
○ Patriarch: Coin Lord Rip Contrauri 
○ Keep: Salvation House 
○ Motto: “A good count.” 
○ The richest of the Primhom families, the Contrauri have used their wealth to gain 

political power across the Realm. They hold office throughout Princeholm and 
Lucidom. 

● House Faber:  
○ Sigil: a tongue of flame, framed in an arched, open doorway. 
○ Colors: Royal Blue and White 
○ Patriarch: Chief Architect Tilis Faber 
○ Keep: First Home 
○ Motto: “Strong minds and firm ground.” 
○ A family with a tradition of architecture, Faber businesses have built Princeholm 

over the generations. As the saying goes, “Princeholm was built on the labor of 
the Fabers.” 

● House Passe:  
○ Sigil: a raven 
○ Colors: Black and Pale Blue 
○ Patriarch: Lord Filo Passe 
○ Keep: Vulpes Corvum 
○ Motto: “Forewarned is forearmed.” 
○ This family has made its name with skills in espionage and political influence. 

They have their claws dug into businesses and civic offices all over the city. 
● House Vati:  

○ Sigil: a cluster of grapes 
○ Colors: Maroon and Yellow 
○ Patriarch: Lord Parson Vati 
○ Keep: The Red Vinyard 
○ Motto: “To better things.” 
○ The Vati family makes much of its money through the management of 

Princeholm festivals and faires. They make so much gold during the  Festival of 
Wine at the end of Pluvium that they could practically take the rest of the year off.  

● House Wolnier: 
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○ Sigil: a wolf’s head wreathed in light 
○ Colors: Green and White 
○ Patriarch: Lord Capius Wolnier 
○ Keep: Cainis Keep 
○ Motto: “Take the wolf by the ears.” 
○ The Wolniers control Wood’s End and the lumber trade to Princeholm. Because 

of this, they enjoy a certain level of prestige in Lucite society. 
 
Princeholm Crime Syndicates: 
Although it is technically one of the cities of Light, the largest in the Realm, Princeholm has a 
dark underbelly. Hered, the Governor-Bishop, started out as an idealist, but pressures from the 
long-established syndicates (and the promise of extraordinary wealth if he played ball) were too 
much to resist. They mostly limit their nefarious activities to the Brothel and Market Districts, 
and within their own neighborhoods, but many ambitious, young family members would love to 
expand their operations. 
 

● House Houkam: 
○ Sigil: A crescent moon, which is the shape of their neighborhood on a map. 
○ Boss: Roard Gold-Tusk 
○ Motto: “Out of nothing.” 
○ The Baur, the high-orc neighborhood, is full of minor neighborhood gangs, but 

they all pay tribute to the syndicate known as House Houkam. Their interests lie 
mostly in their own neighborhood, but they have carved out some sections of the 
Market District. 

● The Postos Family:  
○ Sigil: a pair of dice showing a three and a four. 
○ Colors: White and Black 
○ Boss: Strada Postos 
○ Motto: “The die has been cast.” 
○ The Postos family controls a great deal of the trade in Princeholm Market and the 

Brothel District. They make the majority of their money from gambling, 
prostitution, and racketeering. 

● The Vicolo Family:  
○ Sigil: A horse running on a circular track 
○ Colors: Yellow and Black 
○ Boss: Gio Vicolo 
○ Motto: “Fortune favors the bold.” 
○ The Vicolo family makes most of its money through gambling interests in the 

Great Arena. They have mutually beneficial connections with the Third Sons. 
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The Pyrian Church: 

● Symbol: Crosshairs 
● Colors: Yellows, Oranges, and Reds 
● Leader: High Priestess Indigo 
● Alignment: Chaotic Good 
● Motto: “Through knowledge, we are reborn from the ashes.” 
● Beliefs: 

○ The Darkness must be vanquished by any means. 
○ Knowledge leads to victory. 
○ Power should be used for the greater good. 

 
 
The followers of Pyrian, the god of Fire, the “New Church” has embraced gunpowder as a gift 
from their Lord. Currently led by the High Priestess Indigo, the church strives to do whatever it 
takes to protect the Realm from evil. 
  
In contrast to the great Lucite cathedrals, Pyrian chapels are modest buildings. They are 
constructed of regional materials, but they are typically topped with a flaming, stone steeple. 
Most Pyrian settlements are frontier towns where the gun-toting, Pyrian clergy keeps the peace. 
  
The Pyrians have made allies of both the Mountain Kingdom and Rontamon, the gnome city. 
Without the help of the dwarfkin, they never could have fended off the Lucites in the early days 
of the church. 
  
Rontamon: 

● Symbol: Two hills with a bridge spanning the valley. 
● Leader: Mayor Indor Nob 
● Alignment: Chaotic Neutral 
● Motto: “Find a way or make one.” 
● Beliefs: 

○ There is always a better way to do something. 
○ Failure is part of the learning process. 
○ Life shouldn’t be taken too seriously. 

 
The gnomes of Rontamon typically keep to themselves, but they do trade with the Pyrians and 
the Mountain Kingdom. Most gnomes in human settlements don’t claim any affiliations with the 
gnome city, but some speculate that Rontamon plants spies in Fire’s Heart, Princeholm, and 
Lucidom. 
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Silver Swords: 

● Symbol: Crossed Silver Swords on a red field 
● Colors: Red and Silver 
● Leader: Captain Miles Vallynn II 
● Motto: “By virtue of arms.” 
● Beliefs: 

○ Keeping the nobility safe will preserve civilization. 
○ A man with superior skill counts as two men. 
○ The righteous warrior wins. 

 
The Silver Swords are an elite infantry group charged with defending Wood’s End.  For 
generations, it has been run by the prestigious Vallynn family. Appropriately, the primary 
weapons of Silver Sword infantry are longswords or greatswords. 
 
The Tenebris:  

● Symbol: a solar eclipse (a black circle with a faint corona of light). 
● Alignment: Chaotic Evil 
● Beliefs: 

○ There is untapped power in the Darkness. 
○ Man and his gods have created an imbalance of Nature that must be restored at 

any cost. 
○ Ancient magic and technologies must be unearthed and released upon the world. 

 
The Cult of Tenebris worships the fallen god of darkness. From the shadows, they practice dark 
magic and attempt to find ways to strengthen the Dark Lord while weakening the Light. 
  
Tenebris spies permeate the Realm, even among the clergy in both the Lucite and the Pyrian 
churches. 
  
Many Tenebris members rise from the outcasts of society. Because of this, sorcerers, warlocks, 
tieflings, demons, and Clerics of Noc are more likely to appear as Tenebris than in other 
organizations. 
 
The Third Sons: 

● Symbol: Three Overlapping Sparrow Silhouettes 
● Alignment: Chaotic Neutral 
● Motto: “Knowledge is golden.”  
● Beliefs: 
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○ Information is the most valuable currency. 
○ Don’t deal in rumor. Check your sources. 
○ Leave politics to the churches and nobles. Unbiased information is worth much 

more. 
 
Based in Princeholm, the Third Sons are a spy organization founded by Paulo Passe, the third 
son of a prestigious Primhom family. As a third son, he was not to be granted the titles and land 
of his older brothers, so he made his own way, adventuring and making a different kind of name 
for himself. 
  
The Third Sons started as a thieves guild, but as conflicts between the two churches escalated 
into war two decades ago, Passe recognized the value of information coming from an impartial 
third party. They are organized as a business, selling their services and information to the highest 
bidder. 
  
Today Third-Sons operatives are everywhere, whether they are trained rogues or soldiers or 
simply paid informants. Passe is semi retired, but he has three sons of his own running the family 
business. 
 
The Turnpike Legion: 

● Symbol: The silhouette of two back-to-back pikemen 
● Leader: General Moral Fundari 
● Alignment: Lawful Neutral 
● Motto: “Allegiance is in the contract.” 
● Beliefs: 

○ Discipline creates winning armies. 
○ Honor comes from either fulfilling your contract or dying in your attempt. 
○ A soldier’s loyalty lies with his company. 

 
The Turnpike Legion is a mercenary army with a reputation for professionalism and devotion to 
their contracts. It started long ago as a group that the early rebuilders of Princeholm charged with 
defending the town and keeping tradeways safe. It consists of four separate companies: Earth, 
Fire, Water, and Wind Companies. Throughout the years, it has not been uncommon for 
Turnpike troops to appear on both sides of a conflict. In such cases, each company wears tabards 
to represent their current allegiance, so the people of Princeholm have nicknamed them the 
“Turncoats.” 
 
They have been based out of an extensive camp on the outskirts of Princeholm for years, 
recruiting troops from the streets as well as from barbarian tribes. Their training regimen is 
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rigorous and systematic. It can turn the rowdiest street brawler or the most feral berserker into a 
disciplined, professional soldier. 
 
The Vallynns: 

● Symbol: Crossed Silver Swords on a Blue Field 
● Colors: Blue and Silver 
● Leader: Miles Vallynn II 
● Keep: Armis Keep 
● Motto: “By skill and valor.” 

 
Although not technically a Primhom family, the Vallynns enjoy a level of nobility in Wood’s 
End, second only to the Wolniers. They run the Silver Swords, the elite infantry group in charge 
of defending Finus Lignum, and they have produced some of the Realm’s most renowned 
swordsmen. 
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